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Abstract:  Power consumption and space complexity which leads CPU overheads have to limit for efficient data processing 

work. Here, we recommend a key-value storage that aims servers with SSD storage, where CPU overhead and Input/output 

strengthening are more important blocks compared to Input/output arbitrariness. Here we seen 2 sources of overhead in 

key-value stores are: First- the usage of an Input/output cache memory to access devices, which suffers overhead even for 

data that reside in memory and Second- The use of compaction in Log Structure Merge-Trees that continually perform 

merging and sorting of huge data values.  

To escape this possibilities our data will move from one level to other by executing fractional instead of complete data 

restructuring via the usage of a full index per-level. In addition, we suggest the uses memory-mapped I/O via a custom 

kernel path with Copy-On-Write. Here we try to implement new methods to modify memory mapped Input/output in Linux 

system.   
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Original lessons regarding the structural properties of SSDs has identified various key features of flash memory and SSDs 

that are dissimilar from external hard-disks, and dedicated on addressing Data Base Management issues with regard to the changes. 

The DBMS issues include write-oriented difficulties such as unequal read/write throughput and reduced life-span caused by frequent 

write operations. Hereby reducing the amount of data to be printed, are representative methods to handle write-oriented problems. 

Earlier methods were intensively researched on address and write oriented problems we have moved our attention to finest applying 

advantage of possible benefits of using SSDs. Now for recently technology the boundaries have problems of high processor uses 

and input output strengthening. The server cpu’s is the primary blockage in enhancing organization infrastructure due to constraints 

on resources limitation. Our persistence of the research is to examine the importance of taking benefits of the internal parallelism 

of SSD and to enhance the B tree index by applying these ideology. In this paper, we first present target results on numerous SSDs 

and recognized features of the SSD parallel architecture, and presume how to exploit the benefits of internal parallelism. By applying 

these ideologies, we present new algorithms and a technique to regulate best node sizes of a B-tree. We here present a B-tree 

variation, Parallel I/O B-tree that mixes the optimization means into the B -tree.  We initiated that the overhead of tree search and 

read process during compaction is considerable Even if an SSD is used as a storage device, it unsuccessful to recover the 

performance of the operations because the SSD's internal parallelism was not fully utilized. We proposed the new compaction 

approach to fetch and add B tree key values to save utilization of ssd internal parallelism through asynchronous input and output. 

II.  UTILIZATION OF INTERNAL PARALLELISM 

Larger granularities must be request by Input/Ouput in order to efficiently utilize the packages of parallelism. And if the size 

of said is larger but have less latency then such input/output can be selected on Input/ouput units. Or we must perform the transaction 

with increased latency and improve bandwidth. In order to utilize channel-level parallelism, multiple I/O requests should be 

submitted to SSDs at once. Parallel processing is a traditional method to separate a large job into sub-jobs and distribute them into 

multiple CPUs. Since I/Os of each process can be independently requested to OS at the same time, outstanding I/Os (multiple 

parallel I/Os) can be delivered to a SSD at the same moment. Due to the high performance gain from channel-level parallelism on 

a single SSD, we need to treat I/O parallelism as a top priority for optimizing I/O performance even in commodity systems, as is 

stated in [3].  

In order to achieve it, more lightweight method is needed since parallel processing (or multithreading) cannot be applied in 

every application programs involving I/Os. In order to best utilize channel-level parallelism, it is also required to deliver the 

outstanding I/Os to the SSDs, minimizing the interval of consecutive I/O requests since inside SSDs they can batch-process only 

the I/O requests gathered in its own request queue (a part of NCQ technology) within a very narrow time span. Therefore, we 

suggest a new I/O request method, psync I/O that creates outstanding I/Os and minimize the interval between consecutive I/O 

requests within a single process. [1] 

We propose algorithm plan ideologies in order for Database management System to best benefit from the internal parallelism 

of SSDs based on principles suggested by previous studies and our own findings.  

1. Large granularity of I/Os: Request I/Os with large granularity in order to utilize package-level parallelism.  

2. High outstanding I/O level: Create outstanding I/Os in order to utilize he channel-level parallelism. Consider using psync I/O 

first in order to request multiple I/Os in a single process and save parallel Processing for later use in more suitable applications 

(i.e. applications that require both heavy computation and intensive I/Os). 

3. No mingled read/writes: Avoid creating I/Os in a mingled read/write pattern. [1] 

III. SYNCHRONOUS AND SYNCHRONOUS INPUT-OUTPUT 

Utmost applications stock and recover data through the operating system's file-based I/O. The operating system offers two 

different I/O technique types depending on whether the I/O action blocks the process or thread that demanded the I/O: synchronous 
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I/O (sync I/O) and asynchronous I/O (async I/O). In sync I/O, a process or thread begins an I/O operation and then delay for it to 

complete. Since sync I/O usages instinctive function calls such as read() and write() in Linux, programming and preservation 

complexity is low. However, this approach blocks the program progress while the I/O operation is in progress and makes the 

processor idle. Thus, when a program requires many I/O operations, the overall performance can be degraded. [2]  

However, because of its restrictions, AIO is not often used. First, AIO supports async I/O only if the file is unlocked in direct 

I/O mode; otherwise, it behaves like sync I/O. When using direct I/O, all file reads and writes bypass the operating system cache, 

and I/O size and alignment restraints occur.  Second, handling I/O submission and completion via AIO generates additional memory 

copies between user space and kernel space. Depending on the I/O size, it can be noticeable. [2] 

IV. PERFORMANCE OF B TREE CREATION  

Here, we assess the presentation of ERS based on time consumption when building trees.  Figure a & b presents the 

consumed time when constructing the buffer-based B-trees by inserting 00000 records. Overall, ERS yields about 8.2-11.3% 

overheads compared to those of the buffer-based B-trees on average. Concretely, ERS yields 8.19% overheads compared to that of 

BFTL, 10.56% overheads compared to that of IBSF and 11.32% overheads compared to that of WOBF. The aim for these overheads 

is that ERS writes and achieves the log record to the logger whenever a B-tree node is informed. However, the gap of their 

performance is smaller than we expected because the log records are sequentially written and does not yield the overwrite operation. 

Especially, the gap is about 9.23% when key values are fully sequential order. [3]  

 

 

 
                    (a) BFTL and BFLT with ERS  [3]                                               (b) IBSF and IBSF with ERS [3] 

V. RETRIEVAL STRATEGY  

For dependability and compatibility of buffer-based B-trees, ERS executes the recovery policy when the system is restarted 

after the crash. The recovery policy is defined as follows: First, ERS finds the previous commit record in the logger because all 

index units are printed into flash memory effectively before the commit record is made. Then it recreates operations by restoring 

all records after the last commit records in the logger to the index buffer. At this point, ERS functions normally by applying insertion, 

deletion and commit policies. Processing recovery operation under this order allows ERS to reduce the number of write operations 

and garbage collections of the buffer-based B-trees. By using logging and recovery policies, ERS is much more reliable and 

compatible than the buffer-based B-trees. In addition, flash memory cards are sensitive to electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage, 

which can occur when electronic cards or components are handled improperly, results in complete or intermittent failures, therefore, 

deploying ERS will be good in practical systems. [3] 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Here the reading performance of the B tree and its compaction for total performance and embedded flash memory found an 

effective way to produce parallel I/Os for manipulating the internal parallelism. We presented PIO B-tree that Optimizes B+-tree 

in the node size and index algorithms. 
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